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Answer: E

QUESTION: 60
Which of the following statements is true about risk management in the ADM?

A. Risk analysis is best conducted in the Architecture Vision phase so that the risk is
eliminated in subsequent phases
B. Risk analysis should be carried out first in the Migration Planning phase
C. Risk analysis is outside the scope of enterprise architecture projects
D. Risk is pervasive in all enterprise architecture activity and should be managed in all phases
of the ADM
E. The only risks that are within the scope of enterprise architecture are technological risks

Answer: D

QUESTION: 61
Which of the following best describes capability based planning?

A. A business planning technique that focuses on business outcomes
B. A business planning technique that focuses on horizontal capabilities
C. A business planning technique that focuses on vertical capabilities
D. A human resource planning technique that focuses on capable architects

Answer: A

QUESTION: 62
Which one of the following is the practice by which the enterprise architecture and other
architectures are managed and controlled at an enterprise level?

A. Architecture governance
B. Corporate governance
C. IT governance
D. Technology governance
E. The program management office
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 63
Which one of the following is documented in TOGAF Part VII as a guideline for establishing
an Enterprise Architecture Capability?

A. Develop an Architecture Roadmap
B. Populate the Architecture Repository
C. Populate the Enterprise Continuum
D. Use the Architecture Development Method
E. Use the Implementation Governance Phase

Answer: D

QUESTION: 64
Which of the following statements best describes the purpose of the Architecture Requirements
Specification?

A. A document that triggers the start of an architecture development cycle
B. A qualitative view of the solution to communicate the intent of the architect
C. A quantitative view of the solution to measure the implementation
D. A record of deviations from the planned architectural approach to identify changes to be
made

Answer: C

QUESTION: 65
Which one of the following best describes the purpose of the Communications Plan?

A. To ensure that architecture information is communicated to the right stakeholders at the
right time
B. To support Boundaryless Information Flow
C. To evangelize the architecture to the end user community
D. To keep the Architecture Review Board appraised of changes to the architecture
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E. To ensure that the outcomes of a Compliance Assessment are distributed to the members of
theArchitecture Review Board

Answer: A

QUESTION: 66
The statement, "Getting information to the right people at the right time in a secure, reliable
manner in order to support the operations that are core to the extended enterprise" describes the
concept of _____

A. Boundaryless Information Flow
B. Interoperability
C. Portability
D. Service Oriented Architecture
E. Semantic Web

Answer: A
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